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102 年公務人員普考四等 衛生行政試題
等別：四等考試
類科：共同科目
科目：法學知識與英文（包括中國民法憲法、法學緒論、英文）
  ֶጳڱᆧ࣒୧͛ௐ 9 ୧ௐ 1 ีௐ 2 ഠ̝ఢؠĂ省ᏙᛉົᛉࣶтңயϠĉ
Ϥ࠷߆عय೩ኛᓁЇ
ϤҖ߆ੰੰܜ೩ኛᓁЇ
Ϥᓁ೩ЩĂགྷϲੰڱТຍЇ

ϤҖ߆ੰੰۡܜତЇ

  ˭列ң۰Ϥጳڱڱलᆶந̝ĉ
ᓁ̝ቪҺ९

ᓁ̝ᇅך९

行߆ੰੰ̝ܜᇅך९

行߆ੰੰ̝ܜ不ܫЇ९

  ֶΦੰڱᛖфௐ 328 ཱིྋᛖ̝見ྋĂԧ઼領˿ѣᘟાቑಛܼᛳ˭列ңયᗟĂ不ᑕϤҖֹ
Φڱᝋ̝ᛖጳ፟ᙯ̟ͽྋᛖĉ
યᗟ

歷Ϋۋᛉયᗟ

ࢦ̂߆ڼયᗟ

̰߆યᗟ

  Φੰڱᛖфௐ 613 ཱིྋᛖᄮࠎĂ઼छ఼ੈ็ᇫ؎ࣶົᖐ̚ڱఢࣶࣧ؎ົྍؠĶϤЧ߆
ᛨ(ဥ)ତצЧࠧᓝᖧĂֶ֭д立ੰڱٙΚयѨͧ例ВଯᖧỊ̏Щă行߆ੰੰܜଯᖧˬ
Щķ
Ăࢋѣ࿁˭列ңࣧĉ
πඈࣧ

ͧ例ࣧ

ڱ律ܲ留ࣧ

ᝋ力̶立ࣧ

  ͽ˭ң፟ᙯĂࠎ̚δ行߆፟ᙯᖐૄڱٙჍ̝立፟ᙯĉ
行߆ੰྺຽ؎ࣶ
઼छ఼ੈ็ᇫ؎ࣶົ
઼֨ొ

行߆ੰϠཌ

  ˭列ᙯٺᓁᄃઘᓁ۞ೡң۰ᄱĉ
ᓁీ͵ॡĂϤઘᓁᚶЇ
ᓁᄃઘᓁӮҜॡĂϤ行߆ੰੰܜ行ᖚᝋĂֶ֭ྃڱᏴ
ᓁགྷᇅךΝᖚޢĂઘᓁᑕ˘׀ྋᖚ
ઘᓁপؠᖚᝋ
  ѣᙯᏴᓝăቪҺă౹טăኑՙְีĂ˭列說̝̚ځң۰֭不ᛳٺԧ઼ጳ͛ځ۞˯ڱఢؠĉ
౹טăኑՙ兩ᝋ̝行ֹĂͽڱ律̝ؠ
జᏴᓝˠϤࣧᏴᓝડֶڱቪҺ̝
Ᏼᓝ෦˘律Ϥ行߆ੰڱᆶҿ̝
ጳ˯ڱٙఢ̝ؠЧᏴᓝĂࣧͽ˯఼ăπඈăۡତ̈́ЩԸை̝͞ڱ行̝
  Ч̂ጯੰ७ିरᙯିٺर̿ඈ̝ෞᆶĂֶΦੰڱᛖфௐ 462 ཱིྋᛖĂצෞᆶ̝ିरିֶٺर
ٕڱ෦ᙸڱϡႽାᑻशޢĂ̪ѣ不ڇ۰Ăࠎܲᅪ෦ᝋĂ̪Ξೈ˭列ңशኛՐାᑻĉ
གྷᄃЇᖚ̂ጯੰ७םᛉ不јޢĂШϔְੰڱ೩ϔְ෦
Ш行߆ੰڱ೩行߆෦
ШΦ̳ੰڱચࣶᘂԦ؎ࣶົᓏځ異ᛉ
ШΦءڱ̂ੰڱᓏኛ˘ྋᛖڱ令
  ֶΦੰڱྋᛖĂЯְᆶҿڱ令ዎࣙצႯ̝ˠϔĂ不ਕֶࣙႯኪᐺڱ行ֹኪᐺኛՐᝋĂܼ࿁ͅ
!
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˭列ңࣧĉ
ϔࣧ

πඈࣧ

ᝋ力̶立ࣧ

ܫᏥܲまࣧ

  ˭列ᙯٺᏴᓝπඈ۞ᄲځĂң۰ᄱĉ
ጳڱఢؠ၆ٺऴ๕ཏ۞পঅܲᅪĂ࿁ͅπඈᏴᓝ̝ࢋՐ
ԧ઼ጳڱᆧ࣒୧͛ఢؠĂՏ˘ᎩξӮѣ立ࣶ؎ڱयѨ
πඈᏴᓝٙࢋ྿ј̝ϫᇾࠎைைඈࣃ
不̶ડयѨ̶̝੨Ăనܝؠ˘ؠᕣĂᔵࢨטᏴᓝπඈĂҭ˜ߏѣ˘۞ؠϒ༊ְ̼Ϥ
  ѣᙯۍҋϤ̝ୃĂ˭列ң۰ϒቁĉ
઼छᑕٺ˯ݡۍξ݈ΐͽᆶߤĂ֭ࢋՐ࣒Լ̰ݡۍट
઼छ不טࢨޢְְٕ݈ٺЇң˯ݡۍξĂ˘ޠϤຽ۰ޠ
઼छࢋՐݡۍ不൴ܑ߆֏ّڼ論ĂӎͽЖ࠹ڱᘰ
ݡۍѣӸचච良ࢲܸ̳̈́В৩ԔඈଐԛඈĂ઼छֶטࢨͽ̟ڱ
  ѣᙯˠϔ̝Ϡхᝋă̍үᝋ̈́ੑயᝋᑕ̟ܲᅪ̝ୃĂ˭列ң۰ᄱĉ
ֶΦءڱ̂ੰڱ歷年來̝ྋᛖۢĂԧ઼ன行ѪЖט度إᙱᏜ࠙ᛈጳڱ၆Ϡхᝋܲᅪ̝ఢؠ
ੑயᝋ̝ܲᅪ֭ܧ၆Ăଘ၆ٺٙᏜ̝পҾᜁࠗĂ઼छ不่ᑕ̟ͽྃᐺĂ更ᑕጐి
ࠎᆧซ̳В利益̝υࢋĂ઼छ၆ˠϔଂְ̍ү̝͞ڱăᑕ౯̝ྤॾٕࢋІĂͽڱ律
ࠎዋ༊̝ࢨט
˘律ࢨீځטˠ不ଂְᇝຽĂܼᛳ၆ෛᅪˠ̀̍үᝋ̝ቁܲĂᑕᛳЪጳ
  ֶΦੰڱྋᛖĂ˭列ң۰ᛳጳ̚ڱѣώኳ̝ࢦࢋّĂт࣒Լ୧̟͛ͽត更Ăጳڱፋវఢቑ
৩ԔԛТ໑ĉ
઼ϔᝋࣧ

ϔຍܑ̝Ᏼᓝט度

立ੰڱᛉְఢ

ૄώ઼ඉ

  ˭列ѣᙯࣧҝϔ̝ܲᅪĂң۰ܧጳڱᆧ࣒୧͛ٙؠځĉ
ܲᅪࣧҝϔ̝гҜ߆ڼ參ᄃ
၆ିֈ̼͛̈́Ϡᗁ療̟ͽܲᅪԬӄ
၆ࣧҝϔܲᅪਆ۰ѣϣĂܳซགྷᑻྺຽ൴ण
၆གྷᑻ˿г̈́ۤົ福利̟ͽܲᅪԬӄ
  ֶጳڱᆧ࣒୧͛ௐ 10 ୧̝ఢؠĂ઼छᑕঐੵّҾڡෛĂܳซңϫ۞̝၁னĉ
ͭϓ̄女гҜ̝ᄮТ
͈؍гҜ̝πඈ൴ण
兩ّгҜ̝၁ኳπඈ

ᏐᝋгҜ̝ৌϒπඈ

  ౻જૄڱѣᙯආ̝̍ఢؠĂ˭Еୃң۰ࠎᄱĉ
15 ໐ͽ˯Ϗ႕ 17 ໐̝צဌଂְ̍ү۰Ăࠎආ̍
ආ̍Տ̍͟ү̙࿅ 8 ̈ॡĂּ̙̍͟ү
Ϗ႕ 15 ໐Ăҭ઼ϔ̚ጯலຽ۰ĂࠎัဌϡĂϡආ᜕̝̍ܲఢؠ
Ϗ႕ 15 ໐Ăҭགྷგ፟ᙯᄮ̍ؠүّኳ̈́ᒖဩᘣ͕֗ઉ۰ĂࠎัဌϡĂϡආ̍
᜕̝ܲఢؠ
  ˘͟Ăϥдछ̚Ăкѐ̙֍۞઼̚Тጯ˙ن˯ܝଯዚշ̀ܲዳݡĄϥώຐ્١ĂҭЯ࢝ٺˠ
ଐᑅ˧ĂΪр෴˭˘इ᜕ቲயݡĄְޢĂϥͅॄĂߏٺχྖග˙ࢋՐੜĂҭݒዎז١Ą
!
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˭ЕୃĂң۰ϒቁĉ
൳ܝଯዚĂ̙ዋϡঐ۰᜕ܲڱᙯٺྋੵ̝ࡗݵఢؠ
ϥᄃ˙̝มߏ̓ڈᙯܼ҃ܧঐᙯܼĂ̙ዋϡঐ۰᜕̝ܲڱఢؠ
ϥ ٺ7 ̰͟ྋੵࡗݵĂͷ̙ืᄲځநϤ
ϥၣዚٺ࢝ˠଐᑅ˧ٙࠎ̝ຍܑޥϯĂֹ෴ࡗݵҋ̙ؕјϲ
  ͽෛ፟Шனಞ៍ி็྿ෛү̝̰टĂঘ̈́үᝋˠ̝ңᝋӀĉ
̳ฟᇫਖ਼ᝋ
̳ฟႊᝋ
̳ฟ็Ꮾᝋ
̳ฟ˯ߍᝋ
  ˭Ең۰֭ܧЖ۞˯ڱЖĉ
ѪЖ
ഇवЖ
ٲԝ

ჳᔫ

  ̈⮒ᄃ̂ᇉߏշ̃̓ڈĂˠТ̏اѣ 1 ѐĄ̂ᇉϤٺεຽฟ్ؕ੧ĂՏд੧ዕޢሌχ̈⮒Ă
ֹ̈⮒๋͕֗צĄኛય̈⮒ߏӎΞͽֶछलᇷ˧֨۞ڱڼఢؠĂШੰڱᓏኛ८൴ϔ᜕ְܲ
΄Ă̂ᇉວᗓˠ۞Тاҝٙĉ
̙ΞͽĂЯࠎ̈⮒ᄃ̂ᇉϏඕĂ̙ߏ͈؍
̙ΞͽĂЯࠎ̈⮒ᄃ̂ᇉТاϏ႕ 3 ѐ
ΞͽĂֶछलᇷ˧֨ڱڼĂТاᙯܼΞͽᓏኛ᜕ܲ΄
ΞͽĂֶܕѐ֍۞ੰڱྋĂТاշ̃̓ڈΞͽஉᄏдछलᇷ˧֨ڱڼٙܲᅪ۞੨ઊᙯܼ̰
  ϥૄٺ୭च۞ຍޥᓝႀႿ߆ މAĂ̄ᇅᑝ൴ݒޢͼϥٙफ़Ăᑝ̚˞৭д˘य़۞ӄந BĂ
ன෪дЖ˯ڱჍࠎĈ
࿁ّڱᄱ

މវᄱ

༰ͤᄱ

χᑝᄱ

  ˭Ең۰̙ࠎԧ઼ٙఢ۞ؠᗓ͞ёĉ
གྷੰڱአྋྋ̝ᗓ
̶ ا5 ѐ҃ྋঐ̝ބᗓ
͈؍Ъຍֶ͗ࠎڱᚱ൳̝ᗓ
͈؍ѣޠڱٙఢ̝ؠᗓְϤ҃ШੰڱኛՐҿ̝ᗓ
  ϥ 19 ໐ĂצႾ᜕ކӘޢĂޠڱड़ࠎڍңĉ
ϥјࠎᝋӀਕ˧ˠ
ϥјࠎຍޥਕ˧ˠ
ϥјࠎᙊҾਕ˧ˠ

ϥјࠎҖࠎਕ˧ˠ

  19 ໐̝̏ϥշĂᔉ෴˘ٗޏүࠎາاĂྍ෴̝ࡗݵड़˧ࠎңĉ
ѣड़
ड़˧Ϗؠ
ၣዚ
ड़
  ˠͽ෴צˠ١͚;ᆊࠎܛϤĂ҃١Ϲ;෴ᇾ۞ۏĂѩᝋӀᛳٺĈ
ኛՐᝋ
͚੨ᝋ
ԛјᝋ
ԩᝋ
  ֶΦੰڱྋᛖĂିरڱఢିؠरҖࠎ̙ᑭ҃ѣຫरĂགྷྋད۰Ă༰ͤ֗ГЇିᖚĂ࿁ͅ˭
Еңࣧĉ
ּͧࣧ

̳ৈࣧ

ྕ၁ܫϡࣧ

ځቁّࣧ

  ѣጯ۰дྋᛖԧ઼ϔְ෦ڱௐ 284 ୧ఢؠॡĂણ҂ᇇ઼ϔְ෦ڱௐ 294 ୧ఢؠĂኛય
ޠڱྋᛖ͞ߏڱĈ
͛ཌྷྋᛖ

༊ྋᛖ

ͧྵڱྋᛖ

ͅࢬྋᛖ

  ֶ̚δڱఢᇾ̝ڱఢؠĂ˭Ең۰ࠎ̝ޠڱЩჍĈ
!
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Ᏹڱ

ఢ

఼



  ٺੰڱᆶநᚶְٚІ̚ĂซҖ DNA ᑭរͽቁᄮҕቡᙯܼ̝ҖࠎĂᛳޠڱዋϡ࿅۞ң߿જĉ
ᄮְؠ၁
ྋᛖࢋޠڱІ
உᛷְ၁ᄃࢋޠڱІޠڱड़ڍ

ેҖޠڱड़ڍ

  ٙᏜĶռ̙ᓝĂ̙ءտķߏΦڱ፟ᙯдዋϡޠڱॡĂ֤˘ܑࣧ۞னĉ
˘ְ̙˟ჳࣧ
˘ְ̙Гநࣧ
ᙷ̙ءڱଯዋϡ
̙Ә̙நࣧ
  The woman sued her company for gender________ because she was laid off for her pregnancy.
 distinction
 discrimination
 inspection

 examination

  It is a________ that the kid fell from the tenth floor and survived with only some abrasions.
 misery
 muscle
 medal
 miracle
  Many people took ________ surgery to make themselves look prettier.
 electric
 historic
 realistic
 plastic
  It is customary that Chinese _________ red color with good luck.
 associate
 communicate
 operate
 resolve
  Although the company did not make profits this season, the manager is still______about the prospect.
 imaginative
 optimistic
 realistic
 objective
  Jewish teaching says that at death the body returns to God, so funerals take place within 24 hours to
get the________ there all the quicker.
 adherent
 deceased

 eccentric

 veteran

ኛֶ˭͛аඍௐᗟҌௐᗟĈ
Robert Frost (1874-1963) is one of the most well-known 20th century American poets. People like to talk
about his nature poems, which seem to show a spontaneous love of nature and simple little pleasures in life.
But little do most people know about the 
side of the great poet＇s life. Robert Frost lost his first son
and second daughter when they were little. And in his sixties, two years after his beloved wife＇s death, his


son, long
years,



from depression and suspiciousness, committed suicide with a deer hunting rifle. In his last
still keeping a terribly busy and active public life, he was tortured by pneumonia, cancer, and

embolism. Having learned about the  of the poet, we can finally fully appreciate the death wish
shown in one of his famous poems of his last years, “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.＂
   organic

 optimistic

 symbolic

 traumatic

   refraining

 issuing

 suffering

 coming

   as

 while

 yet

 because of

   myths
 morals
ኛֶ˭͛аඍௐᗟҌௐᗟĈ

 misfortunes

 mistakes

Many people feel jealous from time to time. Jealousy is easy to deal with, once you understand what it＇
s teaching you. Here are some pointers on working through your feelings of jealousy.
First of all, you should understand your emotions, Jealousy is a combination of fear and anger; a fear of
losing something, and anger that someone is “moving in on＂ something that you feel belongs only to you.
!
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When you start feeling jealous, ask yourself: is it more fear based, or more anger based? If you feel a
dropping or clutching sensation in your stomach, it＇s probably fear. If you feel a burning, tight sensation in
your shoulders and jaw, then you＇re likely feeling anger. You might also feel a combination of those
sensations.
Secondly, understand that jealousy can alert you to what you want, and what is important to you. If you
＇re jealous of someone talking to a friend of yours, personal relationships may be important to you. If you＇
re jealous about money, you may have an underlying need for security. When you begin to understand what
makes you jealous, you can begin to take positive steps to maintain those things, without the cloud of negative
emotion that accompanies jealousy.
  What is the best title for this passage?
 the Consequences of Jealousy
 How to Better Understand Jealousy
 The Importance of Personal Relationships
 Understanding What You want
  Which of the following is true about jealousy?
 Fear is the primary reason for jealousy.
 Jealousy can cause stomachache.
 It is not possible to figure out why we are jealous.
 People are jealous about the things they dislike.
  What is a symptom of anger-based jealousy?
 Coldness in the stomach.  A burning heart.
 Lack of appetite.  Tightness in the shoulders.
  What does the author suggest for dealing with jealousy?
 Earn more money to be secure.
 Talk to an important friend about your jealousy.
 Take medicine to deal with fear-based jealousy.
 Understand what contributes to your jealousy.
  If you are jealous of someone talking to your good friends, which of the
following statements may be true?
 You value this relationship greatly.
 You do not have financial security.
 You are not sociable.
 You do not understand your emotions.
ኛֶ˭͛аඍௐᗟҌௐᗟĈ
A young woman went to her mother and told her how life was so hard for her. She did not know how she
was going to make it and wanted to give up. Her mother took her to the kitchen. She filled three pots with
water and placed each on a high fire. Soon the pots came to boil. In the first she placed carrots, in the second
she placed eggs, and in the last she placed ground coffee beans. She let them sit and boil. In about twenty
!
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minutes she turned off the burners. She ladled out the carrots, the eggs, and the coffee and placed each in a
bowl. Turning to her daughter, she asked, “Tell me what you see.＂“Carrots, eggs, and coffee,＂ she replied.
Her mother brought her closer and asked her to feel the carrots. She noted that they were soft. The
mother then asked the daughter to take an egg and break it. After pulling off the shell, she observed the hard
boiled egg. Finally, the mother asked the daughter to sip the coffee. The daughter smiled as she tasted its rich
aroma. The daughter then asked, “What does it mean, mother?＂
Her mother explained that each of these objects had faced the same adversity: boiling water. Each
reacted differently. The carrot went in strong, hard, and unrelenting. However, after being subjected to the
boiling water, it softened and became weak. The egg had been fragile. Its thin outer shell had protected its
liquid interior, but after sitting through the boiling water, its inside became hardened. The ground coffee
beans were unique, however. After they were in the boiling water, they had changed the water.
“Which are you?＂ she asked her daughter. “When adversity knocks on your door, how do you
respond? Are you a carrot, an egg, or a coffee bean?＂
  What is this story mainly about?
 How to cook carrots, eggs, and coffee beans.
 The importance of cooking for a woman.
 A mother＇s affection for her daughter
 Different attitudes when facing difficulties.

How did the mother cook carrots, eggs, and coffee beans?

 She mixed and boiled them in one pot.
 With a pot, she cooked each in order.
 She boiled them in separate pots.
 She placed them directly above the oven.


What lesson would the daughter learn from the eggs?
 Birds of a feather flock together.
 God helps those who help themselves.
 The harder the life is, the stronger one becomes.
 Don＇t bite off more than you can chew.
  According to the story, which of the following is NOT true?
 Like the carrots, one may surrender in a tough situation.
 Like the eggs, one may be still as fragile as the shell even after
struggling for a long time.
 Like the ground coffee beans, one may change the circumstance that brings
the pain.
 Like the carrots, one may become weaker after a series of adversities.
  What does “adversity＂ mean in the third paragraph?
 Hardship.  Value.  Failure.  Luck.
!
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